The re-writing of a fairy tale caters for characters, settings and values that have undergone changes, be it explicit or implicit. In Juliet Marillier's Wildwood Dancing, the main female character Jena is transformed from the passive and obedient Twelfth/Youngest Princess of Grimm's The Worn-Out Dancing Shoes into a brave and sensible figure. She challenges the oppression of patriarchal rules by taking control of her household in her father's absence, securing her four sisters' welfare, and keeping secret of their nocturnal dancing trips in the Other Kingdom despite being threatened by her domineering male cousin. In this way, Gerard Genette's Hypertextuality strives to investigate the underlying patterns manifested in both literary works by applying the Re-vision element. Through it, Jena's and the Twelfth/Youngest Princess' sensibility trait and the socio-cultural settings surrounding them are highlighted in order to determine the importance of the overall hypertextuality process that takes place between the two. Later, Jena emerges as the more influential heroine than her predecessor character because she does not stop struggling to be regarded as an independent young woman who can always give advice and make decisions for her family affairs sensibly. Also, it is eventually proven that sensibility is indeed a strong weapon to be possessed by women in order to empower themselves against the conventions of a patriarchal world.
Introduction
First and foremost, belonging to the category of folktales, fairy tales are constantly reborn and reproduced into myriad newer versions with modifications that befit the creators' imaginations. Hitherto we have come to consume popular novels, songs, plays, film adaptations, and more which were derived from the pre-existing fairy tales written decades ago. In
The Worn-Out Dancing Shoes by the Grimm Brothers, the twelve princesses live with their father in a sumptuous castle but are never permitted to take a stroll outside let alone attending evening balls like many young women do at that era. Strangely, the king discovers that his daughters' shoes are torn each morning as if they have been dancing all night. Curious that the princesses might trick him, he later calls for any man to sleep in their chamber and follow them on their secret journey. However, the princesses manage to drug each of them until the last one, a poor soldier is finally able to reveal the mys- Therefore, it is understandable that more and more academic scholars are drawn to investigate the link between the original tales and its rewritten versions using the intertextuality approach.
The Grimm Brothers, Jacob Ludwig Grimm (1785 Grimm ( -1863 and Wilhelm Carl Grimm (1785 -1859 , were studying at Lyzeum in Kassel when they first encountered Professor Friederich Karl von Savigny who encouraged them to take a deeper study in the roots of historical contexts that serve as the basis for law establishment (Zipes, 2007, p. 12) . From there, they finally traveled from place to place to gather many local tales, which they were published in 1812 into two com- The main focus of the discussion is placed under two found aspects respectively, namely the portrayal of sensibility and the socio-cultural setting that contextualizes the background of both literary works. In the sense that fairy tales and its adaptations contain numerous deep details which can hardly be overlooked only from the surface, Gerard Genette's Hypertextuality discipline is selected to identify and interpret the connection that is oriented between the two literary works, paying focus on the re-vision element attaining the nature of sensibility and the socio-cultural setting. Here, sensibility is defined as "synonymous with great feeling, refinement, and femininity, but was still assumed to coexist with rational thought in a single mind" (Dolan, 2003, p. 240) (Webb, 2011, p. 446 It has also come to the attention that, in Grimm's fairy tales, the female heroines lack the cooperative effort when facing challenges or dangers. Unlike the male heroes, most of the women characters are forced to perform difficult tasks alone in order to survive without receiving the help from other women to achieve the same goal (Mendelson, 1997, p. 118) .
Should their compromise exist, the female characters' fates would be more empowered because they struggle together. Similar to the notion, the way Donna Jo reinvented the portrayals of male and female characters within the fairy tales' gender area is underlined (Crew, 2002, p. 79 (Parsons, 2004, p. 140; Joosen, 2005, p. 131) .
Two previous theses in intertextuality from
Universitas Airlangga are also included in the resource. The first one is about the similarities and differences found between Homer's Oddysey, an ancient Greek narrative, and Rick Riordan's Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters, a contemporary novel which was inspired by the former text (Safitri, 2013, p. 10) . The other one also digs into one of The basic fundamental concept of intertextuality is that there is no original text, to begin with. Although very ancient texts such as fairy tales or religious artefacts are widely accepted as the 'first' texts that were produced, they might have been written after the writer had read or perceived an event which occurred outside him, in which he could draw inspirations or ideas to write (Worton, 1990, p. 20) . Interestingly, this kind of interconnectedness is often found between two or more texts, regardless the portion of the similarity itself. with its tacit or nominal genre, and last but not least, (5) Hypertextuality emphasizes the gap between a successor and its predecessor texts (Worton, 1990, pp. 22-23) . Genette attempted to cover for all kinds of interrelation among texts by avoiding boundaries and possibilities in which they may take different forms. Indeed, this explains why he created five branch theories from one source only for that purpose. She repeatedly announces that something is unsettling, a strong hint that they would not be able to visit the underground kingdom anymore soon. But of course, opinions which do not include evidence are quick to be dismissed. The first completely princess rejects the idea and tries to reinforce the fact that they are indeed much smarter than the rest of the men who failed the king's quest. Thus, she completely disregards any sayings from her youngest sister regarding her 'bad feeling' about the journey they are about to take that very night. Based on her opinion, it is just a mere negative mood or over-thinking that can befall anyone every now and then. (Grimm, 2014, p. 433) Provided by her response above, it is clear for the first princess that her youngest sister is only blabbing things which surely exist only in her childish imagination. She also calls her a troublesome worrywart who is highly talkative and helplessly whiny. While the first princess feels over- (Marillier, 2008, pp. 104-105) What is interesting to be inferred from the dialogue excerpt is that Tati, as the eldest sister, secretly harbors envy towards the second sister Jena. Since Tati is only known as the beautiful one while Jena the sensible and the opinionated sister, she is never much appreciated for her thoughts and opinions. Unlike Jena, she is hardly considered intelligent at all. Although it is undoubted that nobody will have perfectly identical qualities, apparently Tati views Jena's to be far worthier and valuable than her own. Though she continues to act stubborn toward Jena, Tati Notwithstanding with the idea, both female parties of the two tales refuse to obey the patriarchal conventions that bind them by attending night revelries at some magical underground kingdom and keeping its existence a secret. In the tale, the king father is suspicious of their clandestine escapades because he always finds his daughter's dancing shoes to be torn each morning:
"… and when he awoke the next morning, all twelve of them had been to a dance, for their shoes were standing there with holes in the soles. The same thing happened the second and third nights…" (Grimm, 2014, p. 432) .
He is agitated that they might do something inappropriate in his absence, although he has oppressed them every day by locking them together in one big bedchamber when the night falls. Still, one must wonder how the aristocratic girls found the portal that led them to a magical realm earlier and corroborate the story to keep their father's suspicion away, let alone tracking the princes who later come to try their luck at the quest:
"In the evening, at bedtime, he was led to the antechamber, and as he was preparing to go to bed the oldest daughter brought him a beaker of wine…" (Grimm, 2014, p. 432) .
One can assume that the twelve princesses Poetika : Jurnal Ilmu Sastra Vol. V No. 2, Desember 2017 DOI 10.22146/poetika.26433 ISSN 2338 2503-4642 (online) try their best to protect the only thing that quenches their thirst for adventures and revelries by making up stories.
Susan Mosher Stuard (1976) 
in her book
Women in Medieval Society suggests that women who managed to do well in the education field mostly ended up to be alienated, and there were far too few who bothered to investigate how they could achieve such accomplishments. This (Marillier, 2008, p. 83 (Marillier, 2008, p. 5) From her statement, Jena strongly declares that she will not achieve less than having her rights as a whole human being unbound. As a currently unmarried young woman, she asserts to take full control of her own life and prefers to tie the knot after having the chance to ex- 
Conclusion
Sensibility does not only function as a strong instinct or intuition in deciding right from wrong, but it also proves to be a crucial asset for women to protect themselves and succeed against a patriarchal world. Without being sensible, a woman will receive much less worth in society, for she will only be considered as an illogical and emotionally weak figure. Indeed, it is important to have a fairy
